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INTRODUCTION.
Sometime ago vve offered several prizes for
the best essays on "The First Ten Thousand
Years in Hell," of those preachers who
changed the house of prayer into a house of
play. We thought seriously on the subject
before making the offer. It was a most solemn proposition, but circumstances seemed
to us to make it a reasonable and opportune
proposition.
The doctrine of a hell of torment for the
impenitent is plainly taught in the Holy
Scriptures. Our Lord Jesus in His teaching
spoke of this subject frequently, and in most
positive and forceful language. It would seem
that nothing could be added to what our Master has to say on this subject. It will be
readily admitted that it is a subject that has
been woefully neglected. One reason why
sin is at such high tide among the people is
the fact that the people have not been, and
are not being, faithfully warned of the sinfulness of sin, the danger of it, and the fearful realities which must inevitably follow.
Our offer drew a large number of articles
to THE HERALDoffice. Several of these articles are of such character that we feel they
should be published. They are in harmony
with the teachings of the word of God, and

they do not overstate exi:-,ting conditions. We
are sending them out to the people with the
hope that they may stir up some ministers
to a more earnest preaching on this startling
subject, and may put all who read them to
thinking seriously and to seeking the salvation which will secure them against the punishment depicted in this little volume.
One of the most tragic things in the history of Protestant Christianity is the fact
that numbers of preachers are not only neglecting to preach with tremendous emphasis
on the sinfulness of sin and the punishment
which must inevitably follow but they have
'
turned many churches into playhouses,
places
of amusement, at which the people gather for
unholy carnival and the indulgence of fleshly
and sinful appetites. If this booklet may
prove to them a warning, we shall be grateful. There i~ one thing of which we feel perfectly sure: the time has come when those
who believe the Bible, fear God, and trust in
Christ for salvation, must strive in every
reasonable way to awaken and arouse the
preachers and people of this country of the
awful danger of walking in blindness, and
finally falling into the bottomless pi+ of torment.
Faithfully,

H. C. MORRISON.
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THE FIRST TEN THOUSAND YEARS IN
HELL FOR FALSE LEADERS.
CHAPTER I.
A SATANIC SOLILOQUY.
RICHARD W. LEWIS.

What monotony! For several centuries I
have been busily engaged in the unfolding of
my plans. A climax has been reached. The
organization has been perfected. The machinery of my machinations now runs but
too smoothly! I tire of sameness in success. My forces are well trained: I touch a
button-there!
it is done. So, things are
going all too easily my way. For the tonic
of excitement, and the thrill of experiment
I hunger. And why should my thirst for the
new and thrilling go unsatisfied. POWER !
Little less than supreme power, is my princely portion. Wno is there to thwart my purpoBes, once I determine upon a course of action. IT SHALL BE. I WILL it so. Farewell, ye celestial city; adieu, 0 earth: I go
again to visit my fiery regions of spirits
doomed, and demons damned. Into the
hands of trained and tried subordinates I
yield the reigns of earthly affairs until my
return.
My faithful cohorts of hell shall
soon know of my determination to break the
7
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tedious monotony of mundane matters. My
plans for a world turned topsy-turvy shall
now be laid bare, and what imps in my employ dare hesitate to carry out my commands.
A \'ISIT

TO HELL.

Arouse! ye lazy, stupid imps! Too long
have ye been idle here. I shall now give you
ample food for thought and full scope for
your devilish ingenuity. Blow the trumpet.
Sound it out so all the fiendish forces of
these dismal regions of the damned may hear
and heed my call. Demonissimo, see that my
orders are carried out at once, and call a
council in the amphitheatre of the red crater.
When all is in readiness notify your Chief,
and be ye ready to support him in this epochmaking conference.
A COUNCIL CALLED IN HELL.

The great prince of hellish imps, Demonissimo, sped to his task. The bugle blew. From
all quarters of the infernal regions the restless, writhing legions of hell assembled. The
red crater filled. A numberless multitude
settled in their apportioned places. Then
His Satanic Majesty was formally notified
that all things awaited his royal presence.
Fierce with an agony of hatred the mighty
Prince seated himself upon his fiery throne.
One howling ring of hideous applause rent
the sulphureous air. The echo bounded back
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and forth with rubber-like elasticity. When
the dying sound finally died away in the
dark distance, Satan arose from his throne
of blazing fire, surrounded with the following members of his cabinet, namely: Inferr.i,
Infidelis, Blasphemus, Profani, Lusticius,
Gamblico, Meanicus, Angrifi, Badicus, Wickidili, Hatico, Pleasuratus, Hypocriti, Dancidus, Cardicus, Profitiro, and last, but really first, for he ranked high above all the re::t,
Demonissimo the Great!
As the arch-ruler arose, so did all membel'ls of his cabinet, followed by the vast assembly. One blast of burning profanity filled
the stuffy, stifling air, so poisoned no mortal
could withstand it, in which mocking substitute for prayer Blasphemus and Profani
led the assembly, alternately.
One furious sweep of the satanic scepter
and all were seated. Satan began : "Ye
spirits of unjust men made imperfect
through my own machinations and your own
sinning, ye loyal hosts of evil, I have deliberateely assembled you to the end that you
may join me in disturbing the present
smooth progress we are making in handling
the mundane affairs despite the persistent
march of education, religion and civilization.
Something startling must be done. I call
upon you to confer with me as to what it

10
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shall be. Who will be first to speak his
mind'?"
With precise dignity Infidelis arose
promptly, and addressing the Prince of
Darkness, proposed the plunging of all the
civilized world into a deep-dyed state of unbelief through every conceivable plan of opposition to the Bible and Christianity.
Before this idea could be developed half a dozen
spirits sprang to their feet and clamored for
recognition. "One plan at a time," roared
His Satanic Majesty. Wickedili was given
the floor, and proceeded to outline his ingenious plan. He would use the great scientists to provide implements of death-weapons, chemicals, gases, flying machines, submarines, and every possible engine of destruction to depopulate the earth. Scores of
other plans were offered in competition. Then
arose Lusticius, excitedly clamoring for re<:ognition. Given the floor, he said, "Your
Majesty, I propose that we shall lead men to
satisfy their natural impulses and passions,
considered legitimate, so that "free-love,"
"affinities," and "contract marriages" shall
become common. Women to be used in seducing men into lives of lust by the flimsy,
filmy dresses they wear, unduly exposing
their charms ; popularizing as never before

places of prostitution, and spreading vener-
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eal diseases beyond anything seen in thf
past."
Gi:eat applause followed this plan for taking advantage of man's natural inclinations.
But just here Hatico pressed his claims for
the floor, and was recognized.
With such
fervor as none other had shown, he insisted
that hate was the best means of arousing
mortals and that even crowned heads shomd
be incited to jealousy, then to hate each other, and finally to spring at each other's
throat until nation should war against nation, and all the world enter a death-grapple.
"Great. great!" shouted the Arch Fiend.
"That's it; I delight in war. Let's have war.
Make it world-wide, as Hatico has said."
The vote was taken, and the myriads of
maddened spirits, frenzied by the thought of
battle and bloodshed, howled and yelled till
their dry and shriveled voices gave way under the strain. The motion made embraced
the best f ea tu res of the several most appealing propositions, and was enthusiastically
carried. The Chief issued his order, and the
Council adjourned.
A WORLD-WIDE WAR.

For more than four yea:ris human beings,
under satanic influence, vied with each other
in a contest of death and destruction. What
states, nations and continents suffered, no

l:!
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tongue can tell. New instruments of horror, new modes of death, new engines of destruction, new lines of warfare-a
new hell
on earth! Human life became cheapest in
human history; the expenditure of money
most fabulous since the creation of man;
desecration of sacred temples, and the demolishing of the dearest shrines, showing
how the fiend-spirit of hell leaps at times
into hearts of godless men. Disease, lust,
revenge, bitterness and hate seethed in the
same cup of war. Peace, love and mutual
dependency gave place to the war-spirit
which swept like an angry flame through national life the world around. Long established relations were upset, solid found.<ttions
of civilization destroyed, and commerce wa!'z
paralyzed, society was disorganized, schools
emptied by enlistment, religion pre-empted
for war
purposes,
and revised later
to meet the new order of things growing 011:
of four years of hell on earth!
A SECOND SATANIC SOLILOQUY.

"There," said Satan, "I have had my fill of
blood. I have made the rivers of earth's battlefields run red with blood. I have seen the
flames of hate leaping from heart to heart,
and from nation to nation. I have upset and
overturned century-old and long-time settled
customs and institutions.
Human hf-art;;
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have been writhing in agony close akin to
that which supplies the wailful atmosphere
of my infernal regions.
"But this stupendous stunt of mine must
be duly followed up. There must be no gradual emerging from the volcanic upheavals of
my furious and frenzied onslaught. In some
way I must take due care of the war-aftermath. How can it be done-ah, there is my
next problem."
A SECOND COUNCIL IN HELL.

Then echoed the bugle blasts from naked
knobs and crinkled cliffs till all parts of the
hellish regions resounded with the councilcalling sounds. The tone of triumph in each
quickly succeeding blast aroused the angels
of darkness to action, and soon the suff ocating air was buzzing with the approach of
gathering hosts emerging from all directions
of the dismal darkness. The great chief sat
with all possible dignity upon his burning
throne, a look of infernal hatred on his furious face. One tremendous rap with his redhot gavel and the mighty assembly was
quickly, but quietly seated.
At a given signal ten thousand times ten
thousand husky, dry, parched and melodyless
voices rent the air simultaneously with every
possible variation of discord as a substitute
for "making melody" "unto the Lord." This

14
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hissing, howling, inharmonious performance
ended, and the Prince of Power of the Air
arose and addressed his loyal legions making
full report of the war on earth. When he
had finished, as if by agreement, there exploded spontaneously one tremendous, awful
yell of approval and commendation.
Order
resumed, His Satanic Majesty spoke as follows: "Ye do well, 0 ye cohorts of hell, to
well-nigh split your throats in so stupendous
a yell, for great and unprecedented has been
our victory. But it must go on! Success is
but the mother of mightier ambition. There
are greater vk-tories to be achieved by the
silent and continuous forces and agencies
than through spasms of war. Mortals may
fight furiously enough for a time, but reaction is inevitable. Now, ye wise imps, a program of post-war proceedings, if you please.
Who will propose?"
Imrnediat-ely Inferni arose, his eyes shooting fiery darts of dead-earnestness, and his
face aglow with infernal zeal. He was recognized by his Chief, and proceeded to say:
"Your majesty. far greater ingenuity, and
much slyer subtlety will be required to carry
forward the work now that the war ceases
for a time. The bleeding of the nations would
naturally make for their health. But there
is one plan which I know will succeed. We
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must appeal to the self-center in these mortals. I propose a mighty drive on earth,
billions of demons taking part, to arouse in
men a mania for self ..,seeking. Selfishness
must rule. Greed must triumph."
Whereupon Profiteerus sprang to his feet, and
gaining recognition, seconded the motion in
one breath, and in another outlined a plan
whereby earth's millions would forget each
his neighbor in a mad race to profit by the
war. The plan was so striking that pandimonium broke loose, and wildest enthusiasm
reigned. The motion carried overwhelmingly.
Then Hypocriticus arose sedately and demurely enough, and granted recognition said,
"Ah, your Majesty, all this is well enough,
but it fails to seize the situation, or to wisely
reckon with existing conditions. You have
provided for the realm of commerce, traffic,
trade, business. etc., but your plan ignores an
essential and leading element among mortals. I refer to the realm of religion. Now,
hear me, 0 ye fellow demons, and pray give
heed, 0 your mighty Majesty, we must put
poison some way into man's cup of religious
life. There is the crux of the whole matter!
Our work through German rationalism, the
influence of higher destructive criticism,

etc., have been suffering since the nations
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united in hate and combined arms against
Germany. I now propose as a substitute for
false doctrines, false practice! Let the
churchmen of earth cling to their avowed
orthodoxy, but we'll turn our attention to
many simple, innocent-enough-looking pasttimes, diversions and recreations for churchmen ; and thus we shall soon so weaken the
influence of the Church that profiteering,
greed, graft and fortune-building will go forward without the slightest barrier.
In this
move let us blindfold all the ministers we
can, leading them to "see no harm" in wedding the Church to the world, from introducing into the Church work moving pictures,
card parties, dances, billiards, pool and the
like 'turning the house of prayer into a
house of play.' Your Majesty, I move the
adoption of this plan."
Two spirits intoxicated as nearly as possible for them with delight, sprang to the floor,
namely, Pleasurati and Profani and simultaneously seconded the motion. When the
god of the doomed arose with kingly dignity,
and put the question, the crater walls reverberated with one unanimous voice in affirmation. Applause long and loud followed. As
it died away Satan slowly raised his sceptre
and said, "It shall be so. I decree it. The
plan is far-reaching, and untold in its effects
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upon earth's mortals. It will mix the .sheep
with the goats, and we'll get many of the
sheep. It will involve many of the ministry.
and for that I am glad. So very important is
this matter that I appoint a Commission consi'Sting of Hypocraticus, Pleasurati and Profani to take charge of this work, and their
special duty shall be to influence the
ministers
of the gospel 'to turn the
house of prayer into a house of play,' as
Hypocraticus has so strikingly put it. Go
forth at once, ye mighty spirits, and using
all your ingenious subtlety, convince as many
ministers as you can that the Church must be
up-to-date, furnish the young people with
moving pictures, allow them to dance, play
cards, attend theatres, and drag the world
into the Church. Tell tht:m the end justifies
the means. Point them to the empty pews.
Show them how many churches fill when the
walls are lowered. Chloroform the officers,
blindfold the obstructionists, bribe the puritanical leaders. Keep the battle up till you
succeed. When you win over one preacher,
use him to win others. Inspire him to speak,
write and work for 'broadmindedness.'
Put
into his mind such themes as, 'How to Hold
the Young People,' 'The Best Way to Fill the
Pews,' 'N'ew Life in the Old Church,' etc.
On the start it will be hard, for you must

18
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contend against both conviction and custom.
But you will win. Go then, ye commissioned spirits ; I count on your faithfulness and
your success."
"Another matter of equal importance I
commit to Demonissimo, Infideli and Wickedili, namely, that of preparing for the reception of the distinguished guests who will
come to us from the great work of this Commission. You are commissioned to arrange
in every way for giving these honored guests
that warm rco'ption to which they are entitled. They have been taught the truth ; they
have spent much time in preaching it to others, often to great congregations, and to
many innocent young people; they have had
the light, but harbored darkness; among other -,criptures they have read, 'to him that
knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, it is
sin.' Their professed Master taught, 'That
servant which knew his Lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to
his will, shall be beaten with many stripes.'
'For unto whomsoever much is given, of him
shall be much required.'
You see we have
scripture for making special preparation for
these our goats who took high place among
the Lord's sheep! On then, with your preparation.
Spread it out over 10,000 year-S!
On, on forever. The influence of these dis-
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tinguished guests will reach that far-why
not their special portions."
A SOLILOQUY IN HELL.

"And I am really here ! I who was brought
up at the knee of a pious mother; I who was
instructed in the orthodox faith; I who was
sent to the school of the prophets; I who studied the Book of books; I who preached it
aright for a time; I who thought I knew the
Lord and His way; I who was warned of this
end ; I who was popular with a great congregation over whom I had a wonderful influence. Can it be possible! Have I really
missed heaven after all! And what of those
whom I influenced-0 if only I had played
safe! Why did I take any chances. Deep
down in my heart I secretly knew my old
sainted mother's way was the safer. I always had my misgivings as to the modernized
Church. 0 that I had listened to my reproving conscience. And to think: ten thousand
years in this hell, and then no end, specially
prepared for me and my brethren who joined
me in my error!
0 oblivion, how ble'Ssed
wouldest thou be! But here 'the worm dieth
not, and the fire is not quenched.' Father
Abraham, send some Lazarus to earth ..I pray
thee, that my brethren may be warned to
escape this intenser hell to which I have
brought myself. Let them know by one
arising from the dead that the 'straight and

:.2(1
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narrow way,' the holy way, the highway of
the \\' ord, is the only safe way. Eternity !
eternity'. eternity! and yet no moment in
which to repent and turn from the error of
that way in which I persisted, despite my
teaching, training, Bible, rnnsdence and the
earnest entreaties of Gods wiser servants!
0 my "oul, why hast thou hrought upon th~-self so nccclle,:sl~· this punishment so much
greater than I seem able to bear! Alas, alas,
that I should not be alone, but rather surrounded with this multitude which thronged
the popular way. 'The way of the transgressor is hard.' What avails my big salary
now. What profit my great popularity now.
What advantage my honorary degrees now.
What pleasure now in the plays and pasttimes I once advocated. 0 why did I not follow in the footsteps of the meek and lowly
Nazarene. pray without ceasing, study and
preach my Bible, rather
than 'current
events,'' leacl my people into sacrifice and
,n.nctified li\'ing, rather than into the frivolities of dancing, card-playing. theatre-going,
pool-pladng, and moving pictures in the
hou,e of God! 0 my soul, thou hast made the
mi stake to win the world an<l lose thyself in
this special hell, the first 10,000 years in
which will be but a start!
Lost! Lost! forever LOST, 0 my soul, art thou here in hell's
deep pit to go out no more forever!"

CHAPTER II.
TEN TI-IOUS_\.ND YEARS IN HELL.
EVERETT L. STUART.

The first ten thousand years in hell
For him who, called to preach God's word
And warn men of the "wrath to come,"
Did turn aside to entertain
And flatter those in sin and shame,
What will it mean "!-What does it mean
To him now in that dark domain
Who, haunted by souls lulled to sleep
And wildly wakened there too late,
Does flee in terror through the deep?
What will it mean in that Great Day
When recreant preachers, false church men
With all the motley hordes of sin
Are forced to face the mighty Judge,
Kept in by angel deputies
Of God's great court like that one sent
To roll away the Stone, for fear
Of whom brave Roman guards did fall
To earth, became as dead? And when
They'll cry, "O, mountains fall on us
And hide us from that Holy Face,"
No longer bathed in mercy's tears,
But having eyes of flaming fire,
His tongue a sword of vengeance dire,
21
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The scales of Justice in His hands,
Sworn to protect the myriad hosts
Of Heaven's pure domain against
Defilement by a single soul
Unwashed in His all-cleansing Blood.
And when assembled universe,
Vast millions of the ages past,
Oppressed and wronged ; and foul shed blood
Of innocents and martyrs pure
Shall cry aloud for JUSTICE: long
Will be the bitter wail of that
Lost multitude who had been saved
But for the wanton. careles,sness
Of shepherds false who fear to fight
The wolves of doubt, but would amuse
The helpless sheep while rav'nous beasts
Devour their vitals. Ah, that word
Of warning was not giv'n, that hand
Stretched out in battle to defend,
That body like the Master's ne'er
Exposed to death the sheep to save.
E'en now that false one smiling stands
And laughs at him who dares be true
To God and warn of endless woe;
So unaware of Satan's wiles
He follows him and thinks 'tis God
That leads. What sick'ning fears will pierce
His heart upon that day when he
Awakes in that dread light of God!
And then cast out in darkness where
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No ray from God's ten million suns
Can pierce, to gnash his teeth and cry
In bitter pain, willing he goes
To hide himself from holy light
Of God's Great Throne and that Just Face.
Yet in his memory that Face
Will e'er appear, that thorn-pierced brow,
Those flaming eye-s ne'er be forgot.
Into "eternal fire" he goes
And ''everlasting punishment," (Mat. 25 :46)
So says the Word : on that rely
For if 'tis true in anything
'Tis true in this; if false in this
An unsafe guide in all things else.
But in that "outer darkness" drear
He seeks a further place to hide,
Lest he should see that Face again,
And lest he see the souls entwined
In snares of unbelief he cast
Into the world, or damned by doubts
He threw upon God's Holy Word:
But every hiding place he finds
Is full of members of his flock,
Who, wild-eyed glare, and cur1se his kind
And hurl him from the jagged rocks.
He tries to ~ry, "Have mercy, Lord!"
But finds those words cannot be said
In Hell! He seeks to flee away,
But stands transfixed by sight of friends
Of former years all clad in flame

24
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And plunging in the "lake of fire."
He tries to stop them but the cry,
"Away with you! You never tried
To warn us when on earth you should.
But said, 'All's well, and all is peace.' "
And ceizing him with deaf'ning screams
They throw him to the depths beneath.
He thinks! ( "O, that I could not think
Or see or feel !) ,Vby did I turn
Aside from that plain-written word
To feed on unpro,·ed theories,
Idea;: of wise fools of earth?
Oh! that I could but find the man
Who led a.stray my soul and made
::\Ie value- less those mighty words!
I'd tear his flesh and curse his soul,
And torment him as they do me.
I'll seek him now and make him feel
The terror of one Ju deceived."
"You'll seek him now!" a voice is heard,
·'As I seek you! His time's engaged
Ten thousand years to come by such,,
It may be then your turn will c·>me!
And while you wait we'll see what I
Can do for you! You know me, you
Old hypocrite~ Don't turn away;
You used to run across the street
To shake my hand and slap my back;
You got my money then, and now
You'll get ,izy compliments. What! Did
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You think I would not find you here,
When standing in your pulpit there,
You told me ( no le3s plainly by
Your intimations) I was good,
And He too good to send to Hell,
Although you knew my sins were great,
My home a hell, my name a blot
Upon your book, and ne'er on God's?
The Book told you that Hell is hot,
You told no ! had you forgot?
You craven, skulking coward, you!"
Just then a feminine voice was heard
And through the sulph'rous smoke they saw
Above the fiery billows' foam
A woman's face, once beautiful,
Now black as demon's breath, but her
They knew, once president of the "Aid."
"O, here's our pastor!" quick she cried,
With fiendish smile, sarcastic laugh.
"And here's the chairman of the Board!
And did you bring the rest of your
Poor flock? If so, we'll have a dance!
We'll see the movies anyway,
The only show-no censor here !"
The waves leapt up and threw them high
Upon a jagged storm-racked crag,
Where they could view death's river wide,
Bearing the lost from earth's bleak shore,
Hurling them down the chasm of Hell
Into the lake of fire. Foul fumes

26
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And pestilential mists and smoke
Arise from those dark depths beneath
And fill their nostrils, once made sweet
By God's pure air; and winged forms, (Rev.
9 :3-10).
Insects with horrid shapes, close kin
To that vast army foul and strong,
Of germs which terrorize the earth,
Do bite and sting these suffering forms.
(For germs, most foul of earthly kind
Cruel beyond degree to all
Fair forms of life, did have in Hell
Their origin. When God said of
His new-created earth and all
Its lfring forms, '"Tis very good,"
Who'd say such horrid things were meant'?)
They gaze upon the river black;
The lost upon it seem to see
And recognize the watchers there
And screaming curse them through the
flames:
"Aha! the church has come to Hell!
You said to follow you, so we
Are here 'caus~ you are here. If you
Had done what you should do on earth
We'd been elsewhere, and so had you!
You entertained and lied to us
In sin; you 'greased the ways' for us
To slide down in. We'll use you here
To represent the Church, as Y<YU
did there!"
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And then a mighty roar swept up
From the abyss beneath, the laugh
Of the Archfiend in cruel glee.
Terrific gusts of Hell's black breath
Then swept them from their lofty perch
Into the awful lake below
Amid the howling, fighting mob,
Where fiery serpents bite and sting
And over all the demons black
'Most infinitely cruel reign.
0 God, save me from that dread place!
For I am sure such place exists
With all the misery contrived
Through ages long by cruel fiends.
Cruel? More cruel than the mind
Of man conceives. E'en among men
What bitter hate, what murd'rous hearts,
What barb'rous crimes blot life's best page!
All this in spite of God's great grace
And man's stern laws. Imagine, then,
What will it be where these are not,
With peace, and love, and hope forgot,
To dwell with him whose one delight
Is to torment his helpless slaves?
Judas could not his crime complete
Till Satan entered in, then 'twas
With ease he gave the betraying kiss
To Christ, the mighty Son of God !
Will God send me to Hell! No! no!
He threw His dying Son across
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My path to save me from its woe:
But, if I but serve this fiend,
The enemy of His and mine,
And make myself unfit to dwell
With holy saints, angels divine,
I must abide with those, and those
Alone, of my own choice and kind.
My sin-seared soul could better bear
The pains of Hell than holy light
Of God's Great Throne. A rebel, I
Ne'er dare to enter in that place
'Twere death to see that holy Face!
Myself I sold to Satan's will
And must with him forever dwell.
The recreant preacher fell among
That doomed, despairing throng upon
The fiery waves, and drifting far
He finds a rugged, rock-bound shore,
Upon whose crags the tempests break,
And in whose blackened caverns deep
The fiery billows hiss and roar,
And shake the mighty rocks above:
What hideous moans from them proceed,
As if some monster there confined,
Were in the last dread pangs of dea1fuEternal death-for
in this place
Of dire despair. "their worm dies not,"
And "fire is never, never quenched." (Mark
9:48).

What Hell is now and e'er shall be
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Is measured only by the mind
And cruel heart of Satan, king
In that dark realm, who once bright Son
Of morning reigned in Paradise :
So great is he, and wise, and bold
As to approach the Son of God,
Ask Him to fall at those foul feet
And worship! Service for those meet
Who sell themselves to please false men,
Forsaking Gods most holy law
He looks-"Might
there not be a place
On that black shore of glad escape
From this "furnace of fire," a ,vay (Matt.
13:42)
Unseen by those who came before,
For "there is no rest day or night," (Rev.
14:11)
But ''gnashing teeth" and "wailing" voice
On every hand, and awful "smoke
Ascendeth up forevermore." (Rev. 14 :11)
He crawls upon the burning sands
And leaps the gaping rents in that
Charred earth, from whence issue in flames
The sulphurous fumes and poison gas,
And almost hopes he's found a path
That leads away from punishment;
But suddenly, his feet caught fast
By unseen imps, heels over head
He falls into a crater deepHalf full of "fire and brimstone" black-
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A hell in miniature. "Oh, well,"
He cries, "At least I am alone!"
'' Alnne? Not quite." A voice is heard;
Accusing conscience stands before
With hideous face and look. "You think
Me dead because you are in Hell?"
(He backward falls with shrieks and wails,
More welcome been his former flock,
Than this dread thing with demon shape.)
''I tried to keep you from this woe:
You stamped me down and choked my voice
And, filled with that you should not know,
False reasonings of vain conceit,
'Believe a lie' and now are damned. (2
Thess. 2 : 11)
I am not here to help or save
As once I walked close by your side,
But demon now-made so by youTo taunt you with the peace and good
You lost forever, am I come:
What peace had filled your restless soul
On earth! What joy to seek the lost
A11d witness wand'rers coming home?
To had the gratitude and love
Of broken hearts bound up and healed?
'J he broken 'Ii ving bread' had fed
And satisfied your hungry flock
And you. (What doubtful 'hard tack' you
Dispensed instead!) In peace you might
Have lain your burdens down at night
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And slept as little child, and rose
\,,;ithout a care, and only God
To please. Hard was your labor, man
'l'o satisfy and serve, and now
His curse. Your sleep departed that
His praise you might obtain; how does
He praise in Hell? Hard was his yoke;
How taxed your energy to find
New entertainments, films to suit
'I'he taste of that lost throng! You called
Not to repentance, for no pain
Or sorrow you would cause; see now
The pain you led them to, bitter
As death-0, false ambassador
Of Heaven, sold to Perdition's king!
You loist a Heav'n in which to go
To Heav'n; you chose that weary road
In which to come to Hell! Just pain
You do receive. You hated those
On earth who warned you of this place;
You crushed me to the earth for I
False peace disturbed; irreverent strides
You took o'er His prone form, dying
To block your path to Hell. 'Tis just,
0, wicked, hell-deserving wretch!' "
And on, and on, does conscience speak,
As memory recalls the deeds
Of life: what dread remorse and grief,
Regrets for that which might have been
Bnt now can never be. "0, that
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l'd ne'er been born, or porn had died
In innocence: and that those words
Of careless doubt had ne'er been said,
But said, can never be recalled!
What will the bitter harvest be
From such foul seed recklessly sown.
Pick£d up by hungry slaves of sin,
Repeated o'er the earth and down
The years! They chilled the faith of friends,
E'en brothers, wife and son! In vain
I weep and wail and gnash these teeth.
They, too, will come to this dread place
Of misery! 0, that some saint
Long dead would there return and warn
Them of this woe: or messenger
Of Heaven, with holy fire baptized, Proclaim
that Word to them-Alas!They'd never heed
those lowly ones,
So much I've heaped upon them shame And
ridicule-Ah! hope is not
For them, they'll follow me to Hell!
Oh, if my ever dying soul
Could die, be blotted out, nor see
My endless woe and misery!
(This hell within is hotter far
Than that without.) Or that He'd made Me
without understanding, choice,
Or will ; a stock of tree, or fish
Or reptile foul, to live a day
And die and be forgot! I hate
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Him, tho' He did me good had I
Improved my opportunity ;
Ashamed of Him and His great Words
On earth, I hate Him here with all
My soul, nor wish it otherwise;
The 'time of love' long past cannot
Return and lift me from this woe;
I crucified that love on earth!
How can I e'er escape this pit?
I cannot bear this solitude:
Better, if possible, that mob
Upon the lake of fire! 0, will
This never, never, never end?"
A black-winged demon pas,sing o'er
Cried, "Nevermore! no nevermore!
You have ten thousand years to live
In this one pit; just here you'll wait
For those who follow you to Hell."
And thus the years drag on; one spent
Alone without the sight of man
Or demon's horrid face, alone
With memory a,live as when
He walked the earth. ( 0, could
It die and past all be forgot!)
And resting neither day or night
He longs· for any tormentor
Or hideous shape to occupy
His mind. And when the friend~, once
friends,
Appear, their torment is so fierce
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And cruel, he would give what he
Has lost for solitude again!
But even when at last the long
Ten thousand years shall end, no hope
Is yet in sight, the sentence dread
Still holds those words, "Forever and
Forever"-vast
eternity!
Ten thousand years is but a step
Into its gloom; is but a drop
Of water from the ocean's foam,
A grain of sand from its vast shores;
Eternity's as long after
Ten thousand years as 'twas before.
EVERETT L. STUART.

CHAPTER III.
nm FATE OF AN UNFAITHFUL SHEPHERD.
MRS. GRACE S. SW ANGER.

"Shall not the ,Judge of all the earth do
right?"
"And that servant, which knew his lord's
will, and prepared not himself, neither did
according to his will, shall be beaten with
many stripes. For unto whomsoever much
is given, of him shall be much required; and
to whom men have committed much, of him
they will ask the more."
The great judgment day had dawned, the
great white throne was set. The wicked
dead, whose bodies had been in the grave during Christ's millennial reign on earth, had
been raised to appear before the throne.
Death and hell had yielded up the dead which
were in them, and all had been summoned to
stand before the Judge.
\Vho can picture the terror of such a day?
No use to cry for the rocks and hills to hide
them from His face, because "each one of
us must give an account of himself to God."
Surely this was a strange looking throng,
as they poured into the judgment hall from
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the east, from the west, from the north, and
from the south. No shouts of laughter, no
singing, no gay voices, no sound of trumpets,
no banners flying, but gloom, remorse,
trembling, and terror were pictured on each
face. Many were weeping in the fear of
impending doom. Some were wringing their
hands and moaning, while others were
shrieking.
It was a motley crowd, young and old,
those who walked with kingly mien, the ignorant, the harlot, the thief, the murderer.
Many had the appearance of having high intellectual attainments in the "wisdom of this
world." There were presidents, and statesmen, and a vast number of so-called preachers. "The wages of sin is death," "The soul
that sinneth, it shall die." In one respect the
great crowd were alike in the terrible look
of fear depicted on every countenance.
Among the terrified throng was one who
in life had had great responsibility. The advantages of education, godly parental training, and the favor of men had brightened
his pathway. When death called him to
leave his earthly home, he had been pastor
of the Methodist Church in a large university
center. What far-reaching opportunities
and responsibilities had been given into his
hands! Here were students from all the
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countries of the world; what a chance to
preach Jesus to them. Many of them had
been saved in the Methodist mission stations
in the foreign field, and thought of America
and Americans as being all people of God,
and a country where He was honored. What
could not he have done to lead these young
people into a rich, deep experience in the
consecrated life, so that on returning to their
own land they would be on fire for God!
Thousands of young men and women from
our own land had been there for purposes
of educational training.
Some were from
Christian homes, and had been truly "born
again," while many had never had any
definite knowledge in the things of God.
Oh, the wonderful opportunity to "estabHsh"
those already saved, and to be so filled with
the Holy Ghost and so yielded to Him as to
convince those who knew Him not "of sin, of
righteousness,
and judgment to come."
Truly to those who have been given much,
much will be required. As the minister, we
have singled out of the crowd stood trembling, his name was called. He had kept his
head bowed seeming to dread recognition by
anyone. As he advanced to stand before the
Judge, he heard a voice scream out behind
him, "Let me handle his case; it's his fault
I'm here! Curse him I" Standing trembling
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before the great white throne his whole life
seemed to unroll before him as a scroll.
He saw himself as he stood before the conference to be ordained as a minhiter of God.
As on a phonograph he heard his voice prornising to warn everyone night and day with
tears to prepare to meet God. He heard his
voice answering the questions and saying he
believed in Christian perfection, in the inspiration of the Word, and all the fundamentals
of the faith. As the scroll moved on came,
pictures of his early ministry and the joy
that came from a holy life and leading souls
to the Lord.
Then the scene changed and he saw himself called as pastor of a large city church.
How glad he was of a larger place of service! But alas! he saw, as the pictures
moved on that, little by little, he let his own
convictions be shelved, while he catered to
the opinions of his unconverted, wealthy official board. So the sermons on repentance,
and holiness were toned down to please
them. Many of the instructors and students
in the uniYersity were members of his congregation. many of whom did not believe in
the old-time religion, so the sermons were
toned down still more to please them.
Quickly in review the pictures passed
~howing a crowd gathering on prayer meet-
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ing night to partake of a "pot-luck" supper,
and a lunch at Epworth League. Then came
a view of a number of young people standing
before the altar rail where he was admitting
them to church membership. Among them
he recognized the son of one of his wealthy
members, and the daughter of his church
treasurer.
Both of these young people he
knew were unconverted, yet to refuse to admit them to membership unless they were
truly saved, would mean trouble from his official board, so without a word to them of
their souls' condition he took them into the
church. This picture was followed by a
verse from the vVord thrown on the screen.
Each word seemed to pierce him as a sword
-"I
have set thee a watchman, therefore
thou shalt hear the Word at my mouth, and
warn them from me. When I say unto the
wicked, 0 wicked man thou shalt surely die ;
if thou dost not speak to warn the wicked
from his way, that wicked man shall die in
his iniquity; but his blood will I require at
thine hand."
Next came a view of the interior of his,
large church filled with a large crowd to see
a movie featuring Mary Pickford. Above it
was written in flaming letters, "My house
shall be called of all nations a house of prayer, but ye have turned it into a house of
pleasure."
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Following this came a vision of the bulletin boards with his Sund.ay sermon topics.
Over the top of these were the words :
"Preach the Word."
"Feed my sheep."
"Feed my lambs."
Below were his Sunday topics:
"The Religion of Wordsworth."
"'fhe Pas.~ion Play."
"Quo Vadis."
"Government Ownership of Railroads."
Then in thundering tones he heard the
voice of the ,Judge ,"Woe be to the shepherds! should not the shepherds feed the
flock? Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with
the wool; but ye feed not the flock. The diseased have ye not strengthened, neither have
ye healed that which was sick, neither have
ye bound up that which was broken, neither
have ye brought again that which was driven
away, neither ha1•e ye sought that which was
lost. My sheep became meat to all the
beasts of the field. Therefore, behold, I am
against the shepherds, and I will require my
flock at their hand."
The prayer meeting room of his church
next came into view, and he heard his voice
saying that while the Bible contained the
word of God it was necessary to believe it to
be the word of Goel. That times had so
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changed, and science had made so many
great discoveries that the Church must
change the program to meet the needs of the
advanced age. Again, he heard himself pompously telling them that while perhaps some
people could tell the day they were converted,
yet so many thousands were raised in the
church in these times, that the growth in
grace was so gradual that it was hard to foe
a definite time when the change had taken
place. So not to worry if they could not tell,
but be glad it was no longer necessary to cry
for sins at an altar. As he watched the
picture and listened to his own words, he
saw a little woman ris,e to her feet, seemed
to hear her testimony to how Jesus had
cleansed her heart from sin and how the
work was definite and she knew it and had
the vdtness of the Spirit. Again he heard
his voice telling her to cut her testimony
short, it was time to close the meeting, and
adding that in these modern days it was not
possible to preach such an out-of-date idea as
holines~.
As the people passed out of the church he
saw in vision many of them going off into
Christian Science, New Thought, Spiritualism and other false teachings, hunting places
where their hungry souls might be fed.
Then the Judge said, "Seemeth it a small
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thing unto you to have eaten up the good
pasture, but ye must tread down with your
feet the residue of your pastures? but ye
must foul the residue with your feet? And
as for my flock, they eat that which ye have
trodden with your feet; and they drink that
which ye have fouled with your feet."
The scroll moved on shm,ving his Sunday
evening pulpits filled by men from various
universities who denied nearly all the fundamentals of the faith, and these men were
leaders in the control of the church, thus introducing Higher Criticism and Modernism
into the very heart of the church purchased
by the blood of Christ.
All at once the pictures ceased to appear
and appalled at the revelation of his past he
stood speechless, awaiting his sentence.
"Thou art weighed in the balance and found
wanting." "By thy words thou shalt be
condemned." "Enter into the place for which
thou hast prepared thyself."
With a shriek he tried to escape from the
hands of the angelic beings who took him and
cast him into hell.
Hell! Yes, it surely was hell. His ears
were deafened by the shrieks, groans and
wailings. Oh, if only he could have it quiet
for one moment! But his own thoughts so
tormented him it seemed his head would
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burst. If oniy he could turn back the wheels
of time, and be on earth once more before his
congregation. If only he could have one more
opportunity to show people the True Way.
If only-if
only-if-if-if-"Curse
you!
Curse you!" Shriek after shriek came to his
ear. He turned and saw a young man writhing in agony. At first he did not recognize
him, so marred by sin was his face, but as
he again started his cursing he saw it was
the son of one of his old official board.
"Why didn't you tell me I was lost," he
shrieked. "Why didn't you tell me if I didn't
confess my sins to God, I'd lose my soul in
hell? Curse you ! You're to blame for my
being here." Hardly had he sensed the awful end to which his ministry had brought
the young man, than a young woman came
along crying,
"I want to get out, but I can't get out."
"I want to get out, but I can't get out,"
Then she recognized him and in demoniacal
laughter sang:
"I've missed it at last, missed salvation,
From the pure and the holy I'm cast,
Nevermore peace, to feel dire damnationI've missed, I've missed it at last."
She stood writhing in horrible laughter and
he saw she was a member of his old choir.
Again, she sang in seemingly devilish tones:
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"There was a fountain filled with blood,
Drawn from Immanuel's veins."
Stopping suddenly she, too, began cursing.
"You never told me of this fountain that
would ha\·e saved me from hell. I'm glad
you're here too" -and singing in a mournful
wail, '·J'ye missed it at last," she went on.
"Ha! ha ha! the Fatherhood of God! This
looks as if God was our Father-not?
Not a
pleasing subject to preach on the blood?
Drives people away? Drives them where?
Hell-H-E-L-L.
Ha-ha-ha-ha,"
and a score
of demons danced around him. Shutting his
eyes and putting his fingers in his ears he
tried to shut out the awful din, but the
shrieks only grew louder.
Oh, to rest one moment! To forget these
terrifying scenes! For one quiet second! But
there is no rest for the wicked.
He felt his shoulder jerked and turning
saw an old man. "I once believed the Bible
to be the word of God. I once knew the joy
of sins forgiven. Then you came preaching
your hellish doctrines and I soon got to doubting the Bible. When the movies came into
the church I liked them and soon I didn't care
to go to prayer meeting; then I quit praying.
Now-curse
you! I'm here! My good old
mother, and my wife and baby are in heaven,
and I am here, separated from them for-
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ever!" And with shrieks and curses he struck
the preacher with his fists.
"I am so thirsty, surely I am burning with
thirst, if only I can find a cooling drink;"
and stepping ove1· to where a man stood
waving his arms he asked if there was water
to be had.
"\V'ater, water? Ha ha! No water here."
"I will give to him that is athirst of the water of life freely." "Ha! ha! Mr. preacher,
you didn't give us any water of life-and
now you're here in a dry territory."
Oh, if only he could be quiet and rest for
one moment, but it seemed the longer his
soul was in torment the louder the din
grew, and the more horrible the shrieks of
the damned.
The realization that he ,Yas cut off without
hope through the endless ages of eternity,
cut off from loved ones, cut off from friends,
forever a gulf between himself and God, so
maddened him that at last he, too, began
shrieking:
"I've missed it at last, missed salvation,
From the pure and the holy I'm cast;
Nevermore pPace-to feel dire damnationI've missed, I have missed it at last."

CHAPTER IY.
FROM J.AZZVILLE TO THE PIT.
REY. L. N. B. ANDERSON.

The pastor of the leading church in Jazzville was far from "modern," or "progresEive." He believed that "the wages of sin is
death;' and that "without holiness no one
shall see the Lord." As the pastor pernisted
in preaching these "old fogy" doctrines, the
Official Board served notice on him, and sent
for one Dr. Windy, who lived in the City of
Wayoff, and who, they understood, was excessively "modern" and would at once put
the First Church of Jazzville on the ecclesiastical map.
Dr. Windy was sent for, was duly installed, given carte Manche, and in a short time
the church was supplied with the latest movie
machine, plenty of the latest records, dancing
floor, card tables; and true to hi" prediction
the crowd came in bands. There were short
sermons occasionally, but sin was never mentioned, and holiness was strictly taboo. The
people of Jazzville fell over themselves congratulating each other that they had such a
"live wire" in their great First Church.
This went on for some years when one
morning the pastor, Dr. Windy, failed to ap46
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pear, and a call at his lodgings failed to
arouse him. It was discovered that he had
been suddenly called during the night, from
his earthly labors, and nothing remained but
"the house of clay" that had been his earthly
abode. The city was greatly moved. A grand
funeral, worthy of the man was planned, and
the local papers, with black lines were full of
his praise. He was extolled as a "brave
man" and not afraid to be "modern," and
how the Church had prospered, although
nothing was said about the number of conversions, as, Dr. Windy had, in his "modern"
views, gotten entirely beyond any such oldfashioned notions. But we will let the f uneral take care of itself, and follow the fortune3
of Dr. \Vindy.
Being suddenly released from his "earthly
tabernacle," Dr. Windy found himself in the
company of some imps who had been sent to
convey him to his future home. He had fully
persuaded himself that there was no devil
and no hell, and now he discovered his mistake when it was entirely too late. To his
great sorrow he discovered that he had not
only failed to warn his followers but neglected to take warning himself, and so was
now on his way to the regions of the lost; and
before he hardly realized it, he was within
the portals of hell.
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Be it said to his credit. that his first
thoughts were not of himself, but was of his
card-playing, dancing, and movie-worshipping congregation. And while he realized
that he had led them exactly the way they
wanted to go, under the limelight of eternit>·. he bitterly regretted that he had not faced
them with the truth, ewn though he had lost
his position, and all the worldly praise that
wa:--his very breath of life. So addressing
himself to his captors, he said: "I now see the
great mistake that I have made. I ask nothing for my;-;e]f. but could you grant me the
priYilege of returning to my church for a
short time and warning my people of this
place, it may be some of them will repent."
One of the imps replied:
"Impossible!
one from here can ever re-enter that world
you have just left, no matter how important
the message. All these people you left know
better, and have had their chance." "But,"
said Dr. Windy, "while there I was much interested in what they called 'Spiritualism,'
where the dead did r·durn in the form of table rappings and other manifestations, and
while I was too busy with the movie work to
investigate these phenomena, I had intended
to clo so, with the possibilit>· of becoming a
cnnYert." To which the imp replied: "This
is all deception. We have a division of imps
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whose duty it is to look after these so-called
·mediums' and when a seance is announced
we immediately select an imp to attend. He
impersonates the soul of the pe,rson wanted,
and while he knows nothing about the soul
that is called up, these human dupes, wanting to hear from those gone, will, by mental suggestion, always help the imp out. We
have captured thousands of souls in this way;
but now that you are safely here, there
is no occasion for deception, and so believe
me, Dr. Windy, there is no human soul within many leagues of any seance in the upper
world."
0Ee of the first things Dr. Windy discovered about hell was, that it seemed to be divided into different planes, one above the
other, after the manner of the city skyscraper. After descending to the fortieth
plane, the imp halted and said: "Dr. Windy,
this is the plane you will occupy for the present. It is reported in the country of the
Great King, that sometime in the future,
when his plans mature, that there will be an
adjustment down here that may send you a
little higher, but may send you to the lowest
depths." These words, spoken in a blunt,
matter-of-fact way, were a great shock to
Dr. Windy. He was destined for many others as his time went on.
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Dr. Windy discovered that, while he could
not fathom the depths below, he could see, in
a hazy-like way, the planes above, and also,
in a certain way the world from which he
had recently departed. He noticed in his
own church the same frivolity, with all the
worldly amusements, only he discovered that
they had not installed a new pastor, the Official Board having decided that the only
need for a pastor was to turn the movie
crank, and that a layman could be hired
cheaper. There was hilarious time every evening with the "click" of the billiard balls,
but to Dr. Windy there was no occasion of
mirth. He could see exactly where all this
led to and would have given all the pleasures
of the life he had just left, for one hour in
which to have warned his former congregation of its doom. Such warning, however,
could not be given. In his anguish he thought
of some words in an old Book that he had
been taught to reverence in his youth, but
long since discarded, since he was rated as
"advanced," and forgotten until now: "If
they hear not Moses and the prophets, they
will not hear, though one rose from the dead."
It will be remembered that Dr. Windy's
plane was the fortieth. Getting his bearings, he thought he caught a glimpse, occasionally, of a noted infidel of the 19th century. Satan passing, Dr Windy ventured to
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ask if that was this noted infidel. Satan said
that it was, and seeing the question on Dr.
Windy's lips of how it was that the infidel
was so much higher, Satan remarked: "You
must remember that I did not make this
place, and have nothing to do with its arrangements. But the Great King decided
that a man who came out in the open, and
made a fair fight, was justly entitled to be
twenty-stories higher than the man trying to
accomplish the same thing, but who joined
the church, and from that vantage point
fought to overthrow the Kingdom."
Dr.
Windy kept learning different lessons.
As time went on, Dr. Windy began to explore his plane. His first discovery was the
soul of the most noted preacher in the 19th
century. Later the soul of a famous individual who did not believe hell or sin or death
existed, and the soul of the preacher who, in
this life, voted hell out of the universe. In
fact, this plane was literally jammed with
this class of offenders. They were all lamenting their sad state, and how they could
not only have escaped, but been crowned with
a diadem of eternal happiness.
Satan passing one day, Dr. Windy ventured to ask him how it happened that so
many of the great of earth were incarcerated
in these regions of the lost. Satan paused
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for a moment and then replied: · Thi.-; i::-a
long story. "·h~·, they are in this plane-reserved especially for those who willingly led
the people astray--1 ha,·e already explained
to ye:u. Let me tell you first, that Jesus Christ
is my worst enemy. I hate Him with all the
diabolical hatred that I possess. I could do
nothing with Him while He was here on
earth, and until this day, whoever among
mortal,; sta:,,; close to Him, I cannot reach in
any way. Let the weakest person in all the
earth but remain His disciple, and I and all
my imps cannot touch him. So my first move
is to get a soul to doubt Jesus Christ. This
I do, in almost 100',,o of the cases by flattery.
I approach a leader and suggest to him that
he is nry great, and is not getting out of life
what his great talents deserve. I suggest
too, that he just depart a trifle from the Orthodox belief. and see how my lo,_.alpapers
will take him up, an<l.send his name auroad'
throughout the land, and he will begin to
come into his own. He succeeds, as I s<~e
that he does suct'eed. You will remember,
Dr. ,,·indy, that this ,vas exadly the way I
captured you. I promised you worldly fame,
and I delivered the goods, and when you
filled your Jazzville church with the movies
and other things, I sa ". that you were properly applauded, and you sen·ed me faithful-
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ly, as you will remember. And so when I
capture a leader, as for example yourself, the
work is greatly simplified. You may remember how the people of J azzville followed you
in droves and bands. Hell will be greatly recruited before the forces you set in motion in
J azzville are finally quieted.
"But," continued Satan, "my greatest victory in the 19th century was a famous college
professor, who was really a great man. I
approached him with consummate cunning.
I told him he was too great a man to believe
the Bible, and that if he would turn against
that, in any way to suit himself-it was results I was after-that
I would see that his
fame went around the world. He fell for it,
and to this day his name is famous all over
the world.
It was through his teachings that I succeeded in capturing the colleges of the world.
I refer especially to the so~called 'Christian'
colleges, and more particularly the so-called
'theological schools.' Through these I have
made the destructive teachings concerning
that hated Book popular, and you will not
deny that there are many teachers in these
schools who would dare to openly teach the
virgin birth, or the divinity of Jesus Christ,
or the inspiration of the Bible, or that Moses
was the author of the Pentateuch, or that sin
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would send a man to hell : if so, he would be
laughed out of court, and would lose his job
in a week's time. You know these things are
true, Dr. Windy, by your own theological
training. My control at this time is absolute.
The slogan of these schools is 'free thought.'
but that consists of thinki11g what I desire.
And remember that many of these schools
are constantly sending out a stream of leaders who are true to me, and if I can furnish
enough limelight to go round they will remain faithful to the end.
"But," continued Satan, "this is not my
only work, and I may say it is not my most
important work, either. You will remember,
while you were on the earth, there was a
great effort put forth to get all the children
into the Sunday school. This effort made me
,·ery uneas.v. The millions of children just
at the right age to be taught the word of God,
and taught to love Jesus Christ, did indeed
make it look blue for me. But I have them
now headed off. The process was quite srimple, once I got it started. I simply manipulated the law-making bodies of the churches,
and got m>·own men put into the Sunday
school work, and today the Sunday school literature is comparatively safe. The children
are taught very little about Jesus Christnothing that is essential-but
are being
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taught all about s·ocial duties, and a lot of
taffy about service, while in obedience to my
wishes, nothing is said about sin ; and the
blood, so much set by in the past ages, is entirely ignored. There is a cry now from the
churches that the Sunday schools are decreasing, and the efforts to revive them have
my heartiest good wishes ; for never in the
world's history has there been a generation
of children as promising for my kingdom, as
the present generation, under the teachings
of present Sunday school literature.
However, as I had it all my own way for a whiie
in the 18th century, while my splendid followers were at the point of forever stilling
the voice of the Church, there arose three
religious leaders, whom it was impossible for
me to bribe or frighten, with the result, that
I have not recovered all my lost ter:ritory,
even to this very day.
"And," Satan continued, "I am now interror, lest the churches wake up, and my leaders be put to flight, and I lose all the conquests that, by the greatest skill and diplomacy I have won, especially in these opening
years of this 20th century. It is no secret
to me and my imps, that the resources of J esus Christ are infinite, and that He will some
day in the future bring this age to a close;
that I and all my imps will be absolutely
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helple:-:.,,,and then He will command us to
get inside of hell, and He will lock the door.
and that we-all the inhabitants of hell-will
be eternally in this prison. And understand,
Dr. Windy, that this will happen, and no
power in the universe can prevent it; and
rest assured, that it is no more pleasant for
me and my imps to contemplate than for you
and all the human souls now here, or will
come here, before that time. We are all on
about the same level."
Having finished his discourse, Satan went
elsewhere to look after his dominions, and
Dr. Wind~·, a sadder and much wiser man,
was left to the companionship of his own
sad thought:-. He could not help but reflect
that, had he believed Jesus Christ when He
said, "And I, if I be lifted up will draw all"
men unto me," and taken Him at His word,
and not resorted to movies, and such claptrap methods, he would not now be lamenting his sad fate. But, having departed from
Jesus Christ and the Bible, he went headlong
after all the worldly amusements in order to
dra 1c the crowds, and he now realized that he
had nothing for them, after they came to his
worldly church, but they were invariably led
farther a way from the only source of salvation, and that the more people enticed to his
church, the greater his own condemnation
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as the ages went by. Such was Dr. Windy's
sad, hopeless, endless condition.
As this state of affairs went on, the years
lengthened into millenniums, and the end of
the tenth millennium approached. There
seemed to be an expectation in hell that
something unusual was about to happen. All
the lost souls realized this in a vague and uneasy way, while Satan and all his imps seemed to foresee that the final end was approaching-that
they had known would happen
since the creation. Finally, one morning,
was a sound of a trumpet that reverberated
to the utmost bounds of earth and hell. Every inhabitant of hell heard the sound and,
with common consent, all moved towards the
direction whence the sound came. Satan
and all his imps instantly recognized that it
was Gabriel announcing that "time shall be
no more." Then assembled all the people of
all the ages to "stand before God to give an
account of the deeds done in the body, whether good or bad." Among them was Dr.
Windy. He and all his kind were on the
"left hand," having sinned away their "day
of grace" and failed to accept salvation. And
as they all lined up to take their march to the
lost regions, the last heard was their wail,
"The harvest is past; the summer is ended ;
and we are not saved."

CHAPTER V.
A P_\STOR'S VISION OF A LOST SOUL.
REV. WILL 0. SCOTT.

Dr. Dunwoodie was, by common consent.
the most popular preacher First Church ever
had. He was zealous, in season and out of
season, in adding to the long roll of his membership. He frequently declared that the
times demanded a more aggressive campaign
to secure converts. He assured his hearers
that it was no longer necessary to know the
time and place of ones conversion to Christ,
as formerly; that the act was merely a turning about face and going the opposite direction.
He was especially solicitous about having
the children of the Sabbath school taken into
the church, but made no discrimination between the innocent ones who had not crossed
the line of accountability, and those who had.
He visited the parents and explained to them
that their offspring came pure from the hand
of their Maker, and consequently, have no sin
in their lives.
Dr. Dunwoodie was one of the first in his
denomination to introduce moving pictures
to repla<'f his Sunday evening sermon. The
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next step taken, to meet the gro\\ iug demand
for amusement, \\'as the in:,calhttiu11 of billiard table;; and pL,nching bags in the basement, ad.iacent to the cafeteria, where the
jolly parson spent many an hour, himself,
smoking cigarettes and poking fun at the
boys.
There was one element in the church, however, that gave the pastor no little concern.
It consisted of a group of men and women
who had received the baptism with the Holy
Ghost. They felt powerless to stem the tide
of worldliness that threatened to engulf the
entire church; they frequently talked among
themselves about it and invoked Divine Providence that some retributive justice would
interpose to rescue their beloved Zion from
the awful calamity they saw impending. Not
that they offered objection to the exhibition
of clean pictures, something that speaks all
languages and appeals to all. Not that. It
was the "camel's nose" that was gaining entrance into the house of God, soon to be followed by the camel, hump and all. It was the
violation of the time-honored rules of the
sanctuary, that which had been set apart
sacredly for prayer, now fast becoming a
Vanity Fair, if not in some respects, a "den
of thieves."
Dr. Dunwoodie from the beginning of his
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pastorate, seemed to have a settled dislike,
amounting almost to antipathy, for this class
in his flock. Their refusal to participate in
any form of merry-making, even to the clapping of hands in the house of God, Wc!13 in itself a silent rebuke. Besides, their clear
ringing testimonies to a twofold work of
grace, whenever the bars were dowu, and
their activity in circulating pentecostal literature in many of the homes he visited nettled him at last beyond the point of endurance.
His plan was finally arranged by which
these "thorns in the flesh" would be removed.
He would deliver a sermon that would put a
quietus upon all this holiness propaganda..
To this end he announced a discourse on
"Crankification.'
He designed by using
this opprobrious epithet to bring the further
pr0pagation of this obnoxious heresy, by one
fell stroke to an untimely end. With the d ;sign to have the largest possible ~waring, he
bought a liberal space in one of the city'dailies to be used in advertising. When the evening arrived for the special sermon, all the
~treets of the city led to First Church. "My
Old Kentucky Home" was• played as a voluntary by the organist.
A young girl, home
from Boston, where she was studying vaudeville, whistled "The Mocking Bird." A hired
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vocalist of some note, dressed, shall we say,
in silk stockings, high-heeled slippers, with
bare arms, low neck dress, and short skirt,
trilled.
After a one minute prayer and a ten minute list of announcements, the speaker took
his text, l John 1 :8: ''If we say that we have
no sin we deceive ourselves and the truth is
not in us."
"This, my hearers, is what I call plain language from the Bible, yet there are those in
our very midst who are being deceived. I
boldly decla're on the authority of the word
of God that there is not one in this house, or.
this city who can say that he is without sin.
\,Vhoever does S'O makes God a liar, as we
read in one of the following verses. We all
sin more or less every day. You sin and I
s-."
But the las,t word of this sentence died on
the preacher's lips. His face grew suddenly
pale. He clutched at the desk and would
have fallen had not the choris 1ter sprang fo!.·ward and caught him. Others assisted in
supporting him to the pulpit lounge and a
physician, who was present, made his way to
the stricken form, and after taking a hasty
diagnosis of the case, turned to the audience
and requested all to quietly retire, that the
pastor was resting easy, though unconscious.
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\\ i th tender hands the prostrate form was
vonveyed to the parsonage where all that
medical skill could suggest or apply was
done to arouse him from insensibility, but
without avail. The physicians were baffled
as there seemed to be no vital organ seriously affected. The heart action was good, the
pulse regular and the temperature normal.
And, strange to relate, this condition remained so without any perceptible change, for
ten days.
On the tenth night Dr. Dunwoodie opened
his eyes and announced to his attendant that
he believed he had been in bed long enough
and would rise and dress himself. But to
his dismay he discovered that he had lost the
use of his lower limbs. Every other part of
his body was in perfect health, but he was
unable to stand upon his feet or walk. Bo,tb
the family physician and a specialist who
was called in consultation were non-plused
and could throw no light on the case. In the
course of a few days the invalid called his
wife to his side and requested her to send for
several of his holiness members to meet at
the parsonage for prayer, which was done at
once, a half dozen at least responding
promptly to the invitation.
The pastor proceeded to inform them that
through the revelations of an awful, un-
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earthly experience during the ten days of apparent suspension of life, he had discovered
his unpreparedness for death and the judgment, that his sins had found him out. 0
wretched man that I am! Who shall deliver
me from the body of this death? I feel like
a rat caught by the feet in a trap. Will you
not help to extricate my soul and body from
this fearful calamity? This agonizing appeal sent the praying group quickly to their
knees, and it was not long until the soul of
the penitent was set at liberty. Then, after
a short season of rejoicing the pastor in earnest tones exclaimed: "I have something
else of vital importance to reveal, but I greatly desire this shall be done in the public congregation. If you will assist me in making
all necessary arrangements I think I shall be
able to be conveyed there in a wheel-chair."
This request was gladly agreed to and a
meeting was announced for the following
Lord's day. At the time appointed First
Church was crowded to its capacity. As Dr.
Dunwoodie was wheeled up the aisle, a
hush fell on the audience which was broken
by the voice with which the people were so
familiar:
"My friends, I am here to relate a most remarkable experience and one that has proven
to be a turning-point in my life, the recital
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of which I sincerely pray will bring a change
to many who are present.
"When I was stricken down, not long since,
as you are well aware, I not only realized
that I had ente1·ed another realm but was
met on the threshold by one who took me at
once under his supervision and without a
word, motioned me to follow him. I was
escorted up into measur-eless fields of space,
past suns and stars and constellations· antl
planets without number. At last after journeying what seeemed to me a life-time, my
feet touched solid ground and my traveling
companion informed me that we had arrived
at the outskirts of hell, 'outer darkness,' or
what Job (26 :7) designated as the 'empty
place.' This, he told me, is the route all must
take, an intermediate, detention camp where
all the damned are sized up and sorted over.
"You may think me very familiar with
you, on such short acquaintance, regarding
things terrestrial," he said, "but I would
have you :know that Beelzebub, our prince,
delegates one of his countless agents to shadow the whereabouts of every unsaved and unsanctified son and daughter of Adam.
Strange, as it may seem to you, I have been
with ycu on all occasions, though unseen, and
have greatly assisted you by suggestion in
your work and plans. I am the Old man or
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carnal nature. I have that attribute of God
called omnipresence. I was with Jacob when
he wrestled all night with the angel. I was
with Nebuchadnezzar when he ate grass like
an ox. I helped Judas form the noose with
which to hang himself. I was present when
Julian the Apostate threw a handful of blood
from his own wounded side toward heaven
and exclaimed, 'Thou hast conquered 0, Galilean!' I heard the cry of Hobbs, the English skeptic, when dying, 'It's a leap in the
dark.' And furthermore, I expect to co-exist
with Adam's fallen race eternally. There is
no use, Reverend, for you ever to attempt an
escape, for our flight through space has been
so intricate that only Satan and his emissaries have the combination to unlock the
many massive gates we passed through over
all of which is written, 'All hope abandon ye
who enter here.'
"Bes-ides, the earth according to prophecy,
is to be destroyed by fire and a new earth
formed in which dwelleth righteousness.
Would you believe me, we have been a thousand years on our journey to this place, as
time is counted on earth, but as life is reckoned here that would be only a drop in the
ocean or an inch in space. Furthermore,
there are sinners here who have been trying
for centuries to get in communication with
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friends on earth, but without avail. Surely
that fixed gulf, I have been speaking of, is
a yawning chasm too deep to be filled up and
too wide to be bridged.
''I was with you, Doctor, in your Seminary
days when, Esau-like, you sold your birthright in Christ's kingdom for a mess of Satan's pottage, consisting of Higher Criticism, love of applause, clerical degrees and
worldly popularity. While in your company
I had ample opportunity to study your disposition. We make it a rule to gratify, to a
certain extent, any natural tendency of the
depraved human heart. Yours was a craving for the spectacular and we have arranged a serie$ of moving pictures. Once every
thousand years this world pageant moves by
this way. In the meantime, one of the tasks
to which you will be assigned is to commit to
memory the 1,000,000 or more references in
the Bible, for I have noticed you were quite
frequently at a loss for texts in the preparation of your sermons causing you to resort
to all kinds of sensational subjects. The
volume you will use has been printed on asbestos to avoid spontaneous combustion, for
I would have you know that the temperature
ris·es here at a marvelous rate every thousand years."
I had not studied my lesson more than
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-perhaps a century or two, until I heard in
the distance a strange jargon of voices and
jazz-like music. It was not long until a
motley group came shuffling along weary and
foot-sore, their shoes all worn out like the
Gibeonites in the time of Joshua. All kinds
and colors of human beings marched by in
this proces,sion, carrying aloft banners on
which were inscribed the most suggestive
mottoes. Among at least ten million I read
the following: "Born to sorrow as the sparks
fly upward." "Better I had never been
born." "If I make my bed in hell thou art
there." "All we like sheep have gone astray."
"Our lamps are gone out." "Behold I have
played the fool." "Wretched man that I am,
who shall deliver me from the body of this
death?" "The harvest is past, the summer
ended and I am not saved."
"I recognized Cain with the mark still on
his forehead; Ahab and Jezebel with two
hungry looking dogs trotting at their heels;
Achan carrying a wedge of gold and Babylonish garment; Nero with the axe on his
shoulder still red with the life-blood of St.
Paul; Gehazi still loathsome with leprosy,
crying out as he went, 'Unclean, unclean!' I
beheld one limping along, a rich, influential
man whom I had 'preached to heaven' from
First Church. But just at this stage of the
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procession when I was ordered to fall in line
with this never-ending march through eternity, my eyes came open and I once mo:re beheld the home surroundings. Since that awful experience I have become a new man and
since I had that look into eternity I am fully
convinced that with every human soul it is
either holiness or hell."
With this the pastor buried his face in his
hands and sobbed aloud. There was not a
dry eye in the church. When he raised his
tearful face to the congregation and announced that a special meeting would begin
there the next Sabbath; it was evident that
the Holy Ghost had brought pungent condction upon the entire audience.
As Dr. Dunwoodie was not able to assume
the burden of the meeting, the Lord sent him
a leader in the person of a widely-known and
Spirit-filled evangelist whose home was in the
city and who had canceled an engagement
owing to an epidemic of sickness. The pastor recognized the providential leadings at
once and engaged this efficient man of God to
do the preaching.
At the time appointed, the special services
opened with a large congregation in attendance. After a song, and prayer by the pastor who occupie<l his chair just in front of
the pulpit, the evangelist announced his
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text, which, by a strange coincidence, was
the same taken by Dr. Dunwoodie on the day
he was struek struck down, 1 John 1 :8, "If
we say we have no sin we deceive ourselves
and the truth is not in us."
"This passage," said the evangelist, "is
cited by those who oppose the doctrine of entire sanctification, to prove the sinfulness
and untruthfulness of the claim that it is
possible to be cleansed from all sin in this
present world. You will find in the verse
preceding this one, the clear statement that
'the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth
us from all sin"-Adamic sin or natural depravity, the very sin spoken of by John in
the text. Then, in the verse following, we
find the word 'sins' ref erred to. 'If we confess
our sins he is faithful and just to forgive us1
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.' In all these references we have a
clearly defined distinction between sin and
sins, the one to be cleansed, the other to be
forgiven.
"If I had t.ime I could show you many
doubles in the Scriptures similar to the one
last quoted. Noah was both just and perfect; Jacob's two experiences; Isaiah's highway, and way of holiness; the two crossings
of Israel, the Red Sea and Jordan; the two
cleansings of the Temple by Jesus; the two
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touches of the blind man ; the two Rests;
white as snow and whiter than mow; life
and the more abundant life; oil in lamps and
oil in vessels with the lamps."
He then proceeded to show that the rejection of the Holy Ghost, the Sanctifier, is as
much a sin as it was for the Jews to reject
Jesus as their Redeemer and as sure to
be followed by an awful retribution.
Then, fixing his gaze upon the occupant
of the wheel chair, the evangeli-:t exclaimed
with much feeling: "Dr. Dunwoodie, though
the physicians have given you little encouragement to hope for recovery from yom·
b,Jdily affliction, I am impressed this very
momen1-that by exercising implicit faith you
can n0t only receive the fulness of the blessing but like Eneas of old, rise up and walk."
All eyes were directed toward the pastor's
chair, the evangelist paused with outstretched hands in silent prayer, while a death-like
stillness fell on the audience. The next instant, with a shout, the pastor leaped from
his chair exclaiming with joyful accents,
"Jesus Christ maketh me whole." And it is
needless to add that First Church had not
witnessed such rejoicing, as followed, for
years.
During the ten-days' duration of meeting
more than a hundred found Jesus, either in
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the pardon of sins or heart purity, in several
instances receiving the "double cure" with
but a short interval between the two works
of grace.
All because one young pastor saw, before
it was too late, that "without holiness no man
shall see the Lord." Amen.
Unsanctified reader, there's a dangerous
crossing just ahead-Stop!
Look r! Listen!!!

